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Using htop to Monitor Jobs
By Nanye Long, iCER Research Consultant

We encourage users to monitor their jobs running on HPCC, especially on our 
development nodes. This will help prevent over-utilization.

htop is a tool for interactive and real time process monitoring. Compared with 
top, it provides better visualization and more functionalities. Two features of 
htop are:

1. You can scroll vertically and horizontally using arrows, PageUp, PageDown,                       
Home and End on your keyboard. Therefore, you can see all the processes 
running on the system, along with their full commands.
2. You can kill your processes without entering PIDs.

htop 2.0.2 has been installed on HPCC; to use it, run:

       module load powertools

We recommend that you put this command line in your ~/.bashrc file to save 
you typing the next time you log in.

After typing htop, the following screen will pop up:
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At the top, there are 28 progress bars showing CPU load for the 28 cores on 
our dev-intel16. Below CPU usage, you will see the memory and swap progress 
bars. Next to them, there are three numbers listed for “load average”, repre-
senting the average load over the last one minute, the last five minutes, and the 
last fifteen minutes. For node dev-intel16 for example, anything under 28 is fine. 
Otherwise, over-utilization occurs.

Notes:

> Type q to quit.

> To show processes of a given user: htop -u USERID

> To kill a process, select/highlight the corresponding line, and press k. Confirm 
“15 SIGTERM” as the signal to send by pressing Enter.

> To kill multiple processes, first use Space key to tag them (you should see 
color change after tagging a process). Then apply kill (k) to the tagged ones. 
Type U to untag all tags.

> Finally, pressing ? will lead you to a very informative help page where you 
can learn more tips of htop.


